H aving been in higher education, first as a student, then as a faculty member, for half a century gives me personal experience with the profound changes that occurred in engineering education in later half of the 20th century and, now, the first decades of the 21st century. After World War II, the fact that many engineering contributions to the war were made by scientists and mathematicians caused a rethinking of the engineering curriculum. It was at that point that preparation for engineering began to change from a training to an education. This was done with a whole series of educational books coming out of the U.S. research universities, particularly Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which introduced more math and science. Universities all over the United States and, to some degree, all over the world moved in the direction of adding synthesis to analysis, adding innovative design to handbook design. This coupled with the GI Bill changed American engineering education almost exactly when I was in school. I was an undergraduate in 1953-1958 and a graduate student in 1962-1965 (after a stint in the Navy).
Early in my academic career, I saw the advantage of an education over training. The engineers who had been trained on vacuum tubes never did figure out transistors. Those who had been educated on vacuum tubes moved smoothly into transistors and later into integrated circuits and very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits. Those who understood models and the resulting gain and impedance formulas moved into the next generation but those who depended on handbooks and memorized formulas decided to change careers.
As an undergraduate, I worked with an analog computer which used vacuum tube operational amplifiers. We would simulate RLC circuits with the analog computer to see the effects of parameter changes. While working on this simulation, transistor op amps came along which were better in almost every respect (except frequency response). Then, integrated circuit and VLSI op amps gave us a much more reliable, stable, and cheaper simulation. When people realized the simulation was better than what was being simulated, the simulation replaced the RLC circuit. The Bactive filter[ was born. I literally watched that happen and it was exciting.
During my junior year, I took a circuits course that used a new concept for engineers at the time, the Laplace transform. Rather than directly applying Kirchoff's laws and solving the resulting differential equations by classical techniques, we used transfer functions and learned about poles and zeros. We had to learn about complex variable theory but it had a real engineering application that made it fun and exhilarating. It was at that point that I decided I wanted to be a professor. So, after class, I told the instructor that I wanted to become a college teacher and asked how I should proceed. He told me that I must first learn to pose the question properly: I wanted to be a university professor not a college teacher. I said BOK, how do I become a university professor?[ and I am still trying to do that.
Both training and education are needed for any discipline or profession. In today's world of very rapid change, an emphasis on education is even more important than when I was a student. One hundred years ago (maybe even only 50 years ago), four years of schooling would be sufficient for a lifetime career. Today, if you are lucky it will get you four to ten years. In many cases the obsolete engineer is either fired or moved into management. That is not the way to obtain innovative, visionary management.
Later in graduate school (in 1962), I learned about state variables and optimal control. That ended up being as exciting to me as Laplace transforms and transfer functions had been several years earlier. Indeed, linear algebra and functional analysis opened up new areas in the same way that complex variable theory had before. Optimal approximation methods completely changed the discipline of filter design. At an earlier time, folks cascaded what were called Bconstant-K[ and BM-derived[ sections to design a filter that had a good frequency response, but the idea of an optimal design had not become common. In a rather short order, optimal filter designs were posed and methods were derived which gave the best design possible. I remember learning about Jacobian elliptic functions in order to design optimal Cauer or rational Chebyshev filters.
It was about 1968 or so that Tom Parks and I decided to move from our respective analog research areas to the new area of digital signal processing (DSP). Indeed, it was in 1965 that Cooley and Tukey published their paper that became famous for inventing the fast Fourier transform (FFT). (Actually, Cooley and Tukey had rediscovered the FFT which had been proposed by Gauss in 1805.) What the FFT did for DSP was simply too impressive to not become part of this new research area. A colleague of ours at MIT was told that computers would analyze and simulate signal processors but would not do signal processing. However, in much the same way that analog computer simulations of RLC filters morphed into active filters, the digital computer simulations of signal processing morphed into DSP.
Much later, my graduate student, Ramesh Agarwal, was working on finding an alternative to the Fourier transform for realizing convolution. I asked him what transforms when multiplied then inversed would implement convolution. After some work, he replied that, using conventional arithmetic, no transform other than the Fourier (or Laplace) would support convolution. I asked him to look into unconventional arithmetic and some time later he returned with the number theoretic transform which not only would support convolution, but under special conditions, required no multiplications to calculate the transforms and inverse transforms. This truly remarkable and surprising (to us, at least) result has not turned out to be very practical, but was a wonderful example how changing some assumptions up front allowed a solution to a problem that seemed impossible. It also showed the mathematicians that the field of number theory, which was held in the highest esteem because it had no application, was applied by engineers to solve some very real practical problems.
In 1989, two colleagues in the math department told me I should apply a new theory called Bwavelet theory[ to signal processing. After a brief examination, I said BNo, thanks.[ The functions were often ugly, were not solutions to differential equations, were not the output of any natural systems, and would never find serious application in signal processing. After further pressure from my colleagues, I looked more closely at wavelets and learned how my strongly Fourier trained brain had been seriously wrong. Indeed, I saw how wavelets were an engineer's dream come true. In Fourier analysis, one chooses basis functions (sines and cosines), defines a transform, and then studies the properties of the transform. In wavelet analysis, one sets the properties (e.g., multiresolution) and then derives the basis functions that have those properties. In other words, you design the basis function to fit the problem, not the other way around. It is like the old adage that everything looks like a nail to a man with a hammer. If you start with a screw, you might choose a screwdriver to use rather than a hammer.
What is the future for the IEEE and our discipline? Our discipline is healthy and we have built the largest professional society in the world by being flexible and entrepreneurial. At Rice University, we are starting a program in neuroengineering, applying the tools of electrical engineering to neural systems to improve the lives of human beings, much the way we have done to other areas that are only mildly connected to electricity. Extrapolating from the past will get incremental progress. Disruptive new results come from a paradigm change in thinking. The IEEE has done that many times and will do it in the future.
In 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, William Everitt discussed the tradeoff between a training and an education. He predicted that computers would eventually do much of the training allowing the instructor time to do the more human job of educating. That has happened to a minor degree, but now, by adding the Internet, web, huge amounts of high-speed memory, modern cognitive and learning theory, open copyrights, and with the use of group problem solving, we will see this prediction come true. Indeed, with Wikipedia, the Stanford free online courses, MITx, Connexions, and the application of machine learning to education, we are going to see changes that even Everitt could not have predicted. But they are exactly in the spirit he described. h
